Coordination and Modulation of Locomotion Pattern Generators in *Drosophila* Larvae: Effects of Altered Biogenic Amine Levels by the Tyramine β Hydroxylase Mutation
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Forward locomotion of *Drosophila melanogaster* larvae is composed of rhythmic waves of contractions that are thought to be produced by segmentally organized central pattern generators. We present a systematic description of spike activity patterns during locomotive contraction waves in semi-intact wild-type and mutant larval preparations. We have shown previously that *Tβh* <sup>ΔM18</sup> mutants, with altered levels of octopamine and tyramine, have a locomotion deficit. By recording *en passant* from the segmental nerves, we investigated the coordination of the neuronal activity driving contraction waves of the abdominal body-wall muscles. Rhythmic bursts of activity that occurred concurrently with locomotive waves were frequently observed in wild-type larvae but were rarely seen in *Tβh* <sup>ΔM18</sup> mutants. These centrally generated patterned activities were eliminated in the distal stumps of both wild-type and *Tβh* <sup>ΔM18</sup> larvae after severing the segmental nerve from the CNS. Patterned activities persisted in the proximal stumps deprived of sensory feedback from the periphery. Simultaneous recordings demonstrated a delay in the bursting activity between different segments, with greater delay for segments that were farther apart. In contrast, bilateral recordings within a single segment revealed a well synchronized activity pattern in nerves innervating each hemisegment in both wild-type and *Tβh* <sup>ΔM18</sup> larvae. Significantly, rhythmic patterns of bursts and waves could be evoked in *Tβh* <sup>ΔM18</sup> mutants by head or tail stimulation despite their highly irregular spontaneous activities. These observations suggest a role of the biogenic amines in the initiation and modulation of motor pattern generation. The technique presented here can be readily extended to examine the locomotion motor program of other mutants.
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**Introduction**

Genetic mutations that affect the biogenic amine systems can alter behavior in both invertebrates (Buchner, 1991; Baier et al., 2002; Alkema et al., 2005; Roeder, 2005) and vertebrates (Gainetdinov et al., 2002; Lesch et al., 2003; Holmes et al., 2004). These mutations affect both nonmotor behaviors such as learning (Tempel et al., 1984; Kutsukake et al., 2000; Waddell and Quinn, 2001; Buhot et al., 2003; Murchison et al., 2004) and motor behaviors such as locomotion (Viggiano et al., 2003; Ouyang et al., 2004; Saraswati et al., 2004). Although several systems are amenable to genetic dissection of the biogenic amine systems, little is known about the physiological mechanisms at the level of the neuronal networks that underlie the behavioral deficits produced by these mutations. Our study aims to investigate the effects of identified mutations that are known to produce behavioral deficits on the activity of neuronal networks in larvae of the fruit fly *Drosophila melanogaster.*

Stereotypic behaviors, such as locomotion, are produced by bursts of neuronal activity generated by networks in the CNS known as central pattern generators (CPGs) that can be characterized at an electrophysiological level (Marder and Calabrese, 1996; Grillner, 1999, 2003; MacKay-Lyons, 2002). The *Drosophila* larval neuromuscular preparation has been well established for studies on synaptic transmission and muscle membrane excitability (Jan and Jan, 1976; Wu et al., 1978; Broadie and Bate, 1993; Kidokoro and Nishikawa, 1994; Fox et al., 2004) and can be used to identify electrophysiological alterations of motor inputs. We used the activity of the motor neurons that innervate body-wall muscles as a measure of the output of the locomotion CPG (Marder and Buchner, 2001). This motor activity is readily recorded from segmental nerves, individual muscle fibers, or synaptic boutons of *Drosophila* larvae (Budnik et al., 1990; Cattaert and Birman, 2001; Barclay et al., 2002).

In a previous study, we found that *Drosophila* with a null mutation in the gene that encodes the enzyme tyramine β hydroxylase (*Tβh* <sup>ΔM18</sup>), caused by an imprecise excision of a P-element (Monastirioti et al., 1996), have a locomotion deficit (Saraswati et al., 2004). In *Tβh* <sup>ΔM18</sup> mutants, octopamine (OA) is reduced and the tyramine (TA) level is increased compared with *Tβh* <sup>ΔM18</sup> revertant flies, in which the gene function was restored after P-element excision or to wild-type (WT) flies (Monastirioti et al., 1996; McClung and Hirsh, 1999). To investigate whether...
changes in the patterning or regulation of the CPG underlie the locomotion phenotype of \( T^\Delta H18 \) mutants, we established a semi-intact preparation that produces body-wall contractions concurrent with regular bursts of spike activity in WT larvae. Our results demonstrated the tight coordination among CPGs of different hemisegments and the central regulation of rhythmic bursting activity that controls body-wall contractions. We also observed that \( T^\Delta H18 \) mutants had fewer rhythmic bursts associated with contraction waves; however, immediately after tactile stimulation, rhythmic bursts could be initiated in the segmental nerves of these larvae. The locomotion phenotype of \( T^\Delta H18 \) mutants thus suggests a central role of OA and TA in the initiation and/or modulation of motor pattern generation. The analysis of the locomotion motor program presented here can be readily extended to examine other mutants.

Materials and Methods

Fly stocks. The WT fly strain, Canton Special (CS), the mutant strain \( T^\Delta H18 \) and the revertant \( T^\Delta H66 \) were raised on a standard medium at room temperature (23–26°C). Male third instar \( T^\Delta H18 \) larvae were used for the locomotion and physiology experiments. For the other strains, both male and female larvae were tested. \( T^\Delta H18 \) and \( T^\Delta H66 \) strains were obtained from Dr. K. White (Brandeis University, Waltham, MA).

Video recording of larval locomotion. Video recording of larval locomotion was performed as described previously (Wang et al., 1997, 2002; Saraswati et al., 2004). Wandering third instar larvae were collected from vial walls, washed briefly, and transferred to the center of a fresh 14 cm Petri dish with a layer of 0.7% agarose (IBI/Shelton Scientific, Shelton, CT) in distilled water. The dish was positioned on an evenly illuminated fluorescent light box (16 W) situated beneath a video camera (Konica-Minolta C100U; Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) connected to a video cassette recorder (SVL-696HF; Sony, Tokyo, Japan). The lens aperture was adjusted to capture a high-contrast video image of a dark larval profile against a featureless, bright background. Larvae were allowed to adjust to the Petri dish, and video recording was started only after observing the first stride or wave of contraction. Locomotion of each larva was recorded continuously for at least 2 min at room temperature (23–26°C).

Digitization of video recordings and DIAS analysis. Digitization and analysis of video recordings was performed as described previously (Wang et al., 1997, 2002; Saraswati et al., 2004). Briefly, video recordings were digitized at two frames per second on Macintosh G4 computers (Apple Computer, Cupertino, CA), and larval perimeters were automatically determined from the high-contrast digital movie frames using DIAS software (Soll, 1995) (Soll Technologies, Iowa City, IA). The perimeter stacks were created by overlapping the digitized larval outlines in their relative x–y positions.

Dissection. Feeding or wandering third instar larvae were selected, washed briefly, and pinned onto a glass slide with a shallow well. Larvae were dissected in HL3 saline (Stewart et al., 1994) with a reduced calcium concentration (in mM: 70 NaCl, 5 KCl, 0.1 CaCl2, 20 MgCl2, 10 NaHCO3, 5 trehalose, 67 sucrose, and 5 HEPES, pH 7.2) to minimize muscle contractions. In the majority of experiments, a longitudinal dorsal incision was made, and the cuticle was pinned flat in the recording chamber. Visceral organs were removed to expose the body-wall muscles. The CNS, brain lobes, ventral ganglia, and segmental nerves were left intact unless stated otherwise. The patterned bursting activity recorded from the segmental nerves was not obviously altered when larvae were dissected using a longitudinal lateral incision.

Nerve and focal recording. Spontaneous, ongoing segmental nerve activity was recorded en passant using a suction electrode with an inner diameter of 7–10 μm (Wu et al., 1978) and a differential AC amplifier (P15; Grass Instruments, West Warwick, RI) with bandwidth filters set at 0.1 and 10 kHz. Signals were digitized with a Neurocorder (Cygnus Technology, Delaware Water Gap, PA), stored on a VHS-format videocassette recorder (Sony), and simultaneously displayed on a chart recorder (Gould 2400; Gould, Cleveland, OH). The segmental nerve bundles were sucked into the electrode until they formed a loop just inside the tip. These nerve bundles are composed of the segmental and intersegmental nerves that contain most of the motor and sensory axons for a single abdominal body-wall hemisegment. The preparation was then perfused with HL3 saline containing 1.5 mM CaCl2 at a rate of ~0.5–1 ml/min unless stated otherwise. Most preparations spontaneously produced contraction waves and bursts of spike activities. The preparations were simultaneously observed visually during nerve recording, and the direction of the contraction waves was documented for the associated bursts. No obvious differences were observed in the bursting activity recorded from the segmental nerves of feeding or wandering larvae. At the end of the experiments, larvae were touched with a silver wire probe (0.1 mm diameter) on the ventral midline near the head or the tail. Data from larvae that did not respond to the touch and did not have any bursting activity during the entire experiment were discarded.

Isolated brain preparations, consisting of the brain, pharyngeal muscles, and mouth hooks or only the isolated brain, were perfused with HL3 saline with a reduced calcium concentration (0.1 mM). At higher calcium concentrations (0.5 and 1.5 mM), motor control-related bursting patterns were masked by a high level of tonic activity.

For focal recordings from the nerve entry points of body-wall muscles (Kurdyak et al., 1994), the electrodes were placed against the muscle fibers without applying suction, and the preparation was perfused with HL3 containing 0.5 mM CaCl2 to reduce body-wall contractions. For short intervals (<15 min), calcium-free or very low CaCl2 saline had little effect on the activity recorded from segmental nerves. Longer intervals did eventually reduce the burst frequency and lengthen the burst durations.

Video recording of semi-intact locomotion. Digital video recordings of fictive locomotion were made using a Powershot G6 digital camera (Canon, Tokyo, Japan) mounted to the eyepiece of the dissecting microscope (Wild, Heerbrugg, Switzerland). Larvae were prepared as described for nerve recording, except that the flow of saline was stopped while recording video to ensure that the bath volume was constant and the larvae remained in focus. Video recordings were saved as QuickTime movies and viewed on a G4 iMac computer (Apple Computer). Individual frames of the larva at different phases of the locomotion cycle were copied from the Quicktime movies and processed using Photoshop Elements (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA). Quicktime movies and electrophysiological recordings were synchronized by signals generated by lightly tapping the table.

Results

Locomotion and Motor patterns of \( T^\Delta H18 \) mutant and control larvae

\( T^\Delta H18 \) mutant larvae have been shown to have a locomotion deficit that is most likely associated with a lesion in the \( T^\Delta H18 \) locus (Saraswati et al., 2004). Locomotion patterns for \( T^\Delta H18 \) mutant larvae, the \( T^\Delta H66 \) revertants, and CS wild type are shown in Figure 1. Larval crawling, as shown in contour stacks, can be divided into two clear components, forward locomotion and pausing (cf. Wang et al., 1997, 2002). Forward crawling is composed of alternating waves of body-wall contractions and elongation. The pausing episodes consist of lateral movement of anterior segments without forward locomotion (Fig. 1) (cf. Wang et al., 1997, 2002; Saraswati et al., 2004). \( T^\Delta H18 \) mutants that have increased TA levels and reduced OA levels (Monastirioti et al., 1996) have a much shorter path than the \( T^\Delta H18 \) revertant or WT larvae that have normal levels of OA and TA (Monastirioti et al., 1996). The most significant difference between \( T^\Delta H18 \) mutants and WT larvae is the time spent in forward locomotion, only ~35% for \( T^\Delta H18 \) mutants compared with ~80% for WT larvae (Saraswati et al., 2004). This behavioral phenotype of the \( T^\Delta H18 \) mutants could be attributable to changes in the activity of the central neurons that generate the motor program and/or changes in the properties of the body-wall muscles (Kutsukake et al., 2000; Nagaya et al., 2002) that produce the motor output. We hypothesized that the locomotion deficit is primarily caused by...
changes in the activity of neurons that constitute the locomotive CPG.

The body-wall musculature of *Drosophila* larvae is organized in a segmentally repeated pattern (Fig. 2A; see Fig. 7A). Abdominal hemisegments 2–7 are composed of ~30 muscle fibers that can be identified based on their orientation and position (Crossley, 1978). Many of the motor neurons that innervate the muscles have been identified and are located in the ventral ganglia, with their axons projecting through the segmental nerves to innervate their target muscle fiber(s) (Sink and Whitington, 1991; Landgraf et al., 1997; Hoang and Chiba, 2001). We recorded the activity of the motor neurons that innervate body-wall muscles *en passant* from segmental nerves as a measure of the output of central neurons (Wu et al., 1978; Cooper and Neckameyer, 1999; Marder and Buchner, 2001; Barclay et al., 2002).

It was evident that the activity recorded from the segmental nerves of *Tβhr<sup>hM18</sup>* and WT larvae was organized into regular rhythmic bursts (Fig. 1). As a measure of regularity of this rhythmic activity, we counted the number of larvae that had spontaneous bouts of activity that consisted of at least three bursts within 30 s for WT and *Tβhr<sup>hM6</sup>* larvae. Bouts were observed in 88% of the *Tβhr<sup>hM6</sup>* larvae (7 of 8 larvae) and 85% of the CS larvae (17 of 20 larvae). In contrast, regular rhythmic activity was much less common for *Tβhr<sup>hM18</sup>* mutants with only 25% (5 of 20 larvae) showing spontaneous bursting activity. Instead, there was a high level of tonic nerve activity with very few bursts. In addition, we observed that bursts from all three genotypes had a similar spindle shape with larger amplitude neurons firing near the end of the bursts. These nerve recordings are consistent with the hypothesis that the locomotion deficit in *Tβhr<sup>hM18</sup>* mutants is attributable to a defect in motor pattern generation. Thus, we investigated the motor output in more detail.

**Nerve activity is correlated with waves of muscle contractions**

In *Drosophila*, motor neurons fire in rhythmic bursting patterns that can be changed by pharmacological agents or genetic manipulations (Budnik et al., 1990; Cooper and Neckameyer, 1999; Cattaert and Birman, 2001; Barclay et al., 2002; Suster et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004). However, little is known about the bilateral and intersegmental coordination of bursting patterns in *Drosophila* larvae. Previous studies have focused on the activity of a subset of neurons innervating a specific muscle fiber or recorded from a single nerve. We set out to examine bilateral and intersegmental coordination of neuronal activity by simultaneous *en passant* recording from pairs of segmental nerves with suction electrodes.

Forward locomotion of *D. melanogaster* larvae is produced by rhythmic waves of contractions that proceed from posterior to anterior body segments. We wanted to determine the relationship between the spontaneous rhythmic activity recorded from the segmental nerves and the waves of body-wall contractions. Semi-intact WT larvae were used for simultaneous video recordings of muscle contractions and electrophysiological recordings of nerve activity (Fig. 2). We found that, in the HL3 saline, dissected larvae with the CNS intact could stably maintain regular rhythmic waves of muscle contractions for tens of minutes.

Selected frames from a video recording show a wave that began in the posterior segments and smoothly progressed to the anterior segments (Fig. 2C). Contractions were preceded by an increase in neuronal activity that began in the nerve innervating posterior segment 7 and progressed to the nerve innervating anterior segment 3 (Fig. 2D). No waves of muscle contractions were observed in larvae when the segmental nerves were cut. These results suggest that the rhythmic nerve activity is important for the regular contraction waves observed in the semi-intact preparation and possibly even for larval crawling. Notably, rhythmic bursting activity and contraction waves were rare in *Tβhr<sup>hM18</sup>* mutants.

**Bilateral and intersegmental coordination of neuronal activity in WT larvae**

The coordination of the bursting activity during regular rhythmic waves of body-wall contractions was compared bilaterally within a single segment and unilaterally between anterior and posterior segments for WT larvae (Fig. 3). A representative simultaneous bilateral recording is shown for a single segment, abdominal 5, that reveals a synchronized pattern of activity in nerves innervating each hemisegment (Fig. 3A). Similar coordination of both right and left nerves was also observed for abdominal segments 3–7. The level of grouped activity detected in the segmental nerve sometimes varied between the nerves for each hemisegment. This waveform variation was probably caused by geometric factors that shape the unit activities of different axons (e.g., the size of the
nerve loop drawn into the suction electrode) and did not interfere with the identification of bursts.

Activity recorded unilaterally from nerves innervating anterior and posterior segments also had similar patterns and were well coordinated. There was, however, a phase delay in the peak bursting activity recorded from nerves innervating anterior and posterior segments (Fig. 3B). Three different patterns of bursting activity were observed during simultaneous recordings from nerves innervating anterior and posterior segments (Fig. 3B). The most common pattern was associated with regular rhythmic body-wall contractions that originated in posterior segments and propagated to anterior segments in a wave (P to A wave). During P to A waves, neuronal activity was detected first in nerves innervating posterior segments and then, after a delay, it was detected in anterior nerves. The duration of the bursts for the P to A waves tended to be longer for the nerves innervating the posterior segments (Fig. 3B). The other common rhythmic pattern was associated with regular waves of contractions that initiated in anterior segments and propagated to posterior ones (A to P waves). The properties of A to P waves were opposite of those for P to A waves in that neuronal activity was longer for nerves innervating anterior segments where A to P waves originated (Fig. 3B).

We also observed nonrhythmic nerve activity that was not associated with regular waves of body-wall contractions (Fig. 3B). Several different activity patterns were categorized as nonrhythmic: periods of tonic spiking activity and bursts that were not associated with visible contractions, bursts associated with nonpropagating regional muscle fiber twitches, and bursts that were associated with a single contraction wave. Notice that the burst durations and interburst intervals were highly irregular for the nonrhythmic nerve activity. Individual larvae often spontaneously switched between the three patterns (Fig. 3B).

The cycle period was determined for episodes of locomotion. Data were collected from bilateral recordings within a single segment and unilateral recordings between anterior and posterior segments from preparations that maintained rhythmic activity lasting at least 11 bursts. The period was measured among activity peaks from adjacent bursts, yielding a cycle period of 6.5 ± 0.1 s (average ± SEM) for the 440 bursts pooled from both electrodes of 20 animals. It was not significantly different for the right or left sides from bilateral recordings (right and left, 7.2 ± 0.3 s; n = 20; paired t test, p = 0.47) or for anterior segment 3 and posterior segment 7 from unilateral recordings (anterior, 5.7 ± 0.2 s; posterior, 5.8 ± 0.2 s; n = 10; paired t test, p = 0.32). The cycle period varied considerably for different larvae and for different bouts selected from an individual larva, ranging from 3.0 ± 0.1 s to 14.1 ± 0.2 s. The cycle period was longer for nerve recordings from the semi-intact preparation than for contraction waves from freely crawling larvae that have a reported cycle period of 1.0 ± 0.02 s (n = 47) (Saraswati et al., 2004). Longer cycle periods are commonly observed in other reduced vertebrate and invertebrate preparations (Friesen and Cang, 2001).

In addition, we observed that the delay between bursts recorded from the segmental nerves increased as the electrodes were moved farther apart. Figure 4A demonstrates the segmental delay from a single larva. Nerve activity was initially recorded bilaterally during regular P to A waves of contractions. Then one of the electrodes was moved to other more posterior segments.
The peak activity was simultaneous in the bilateral segmental nerve 3 recordings. However, activity recorded from segmental nerve 5 preceded the activity from segmental nerve 3, and the interval was increased further in recordings from segmental nerve 7 (Fig. 4A). Delays were also observed for A to P contraction waves. In the example shown in Figure 4B, segmental nerve 3 activity preceded that of segmental nerve 7.

**Isolated CNS is capable of generating patterned segmental nerve activity**

The segmental nerves contain the axons of the ventral ganglia motor neurons that innervate the body-wall muscles as well as the axonal projections from peripheral sensory neurons. We examined whether depriving sensory feedback could drastically alter the patterned neuronal activity by cutting the segmental nerves.
and recording from their stumps. When all of the nerves were intact, a similar bursting pattern was observed during bilateral nerve recordings, as shown in Figure 5, for both nerves innervating segment 5. After cutting the nerve to the right side, the rhythmic bursting activity continued in the nerve stump connected to the ventral ganglion. In contrast, no activity was detected in the stump connected to the body wall. This suggests that the spontaneous activity observed in the en passant nerve recordings mostly originates in the ventral ganglion and reflects the activity of motor neurons.

The segmental nerves were sequentially cut to determine whether peripheral input was required for generating the motor pattern. Cutting the nerves bilaterally to an individual segment (Fig. 5C) or cutting the nerves to all of the abdominal segments on one side (Fig. 6A) had little effect on the activity recorded from segmental nerves. Burst-like activities were observed even after all of the abdominal nerves on both sides were cut, but the bursts were not as regular (Fig. 6B). The temporal sequence in burst-like activities between anterior and posterior segmental nerves was still preserved after cutting abdominal nerves. We eliminated most peripheral input by cutting the remaining thoracic nerves to separate the brain from the body wall. We found that preparations consisting of the brain, pharyngeal muscles, and mouth hooks or only the isolated brain still had burst-like activities. However, the frequency and regularity of the bursts were reduced and tonic activity increased in these isolated brain preparations (Fig. 6C,D). In summary, bursts persisted in the isolated CNS, suggesting that bursting activity of the motor neuron can be generated without peripheral sensory input. However, the timing of the bursts was irregular, indicating that sensory feedback via segmental nerves is important for producing the regular rhythmic motor pattern controlling larval crawling.

Nerve and muscle activity are correlated

Recordings from the segmental nerve contained spike activities of motor axons that innervate the various muscle fibers, as well as action potentials generated by sensory neurons within the hemisegment. We investigated how activities of the muscle fibers correlate with signals recorded from segmental nerves. Simultaneous recordings were performed using a glass focal patch electrode (Kurdyak et al., 1994) to detect muscular activity and a suction pipette for monitoring segmental nerve spike activities (Fig. 7A). The patch electrode pressed against the nerve entry point on the muscle surface detected local excitatory junctional currents (EJCs) and thus allowed us to compare the activity of the motor neurons.
neurons that innervate a specific muscle fiber to the ensemble activity from the motor and sensory neurons in the segmental nerve that innervates the hemisegment. These experiments were performed in 0.5 mM Ca$^{2+}$/H$_{11001}$ saline to reduce muscle contractions and prolong the duration of the focal recordings. Figure 7 shows examples of simultaneous recordings from ventral muscle 6/7 or dorsal muscle 2 compared with the spike activities of the segmental nerve. It was clear that temporally correlated patterns of nerve and muscle activities could be observed in simultaneous recordings, regardless of the muscle fibers within the hemisegment. Both muscles 6/7 and 2 were active during the bursts recorded from the segmental nerve. Notably, bursting activity in the segmental nerve reflected clustered EJCs in muscle focal activity, and these grouped activities for both muscle and nerve tended to end at the same time. No bursting activity was focally recorded from muscles in which the segmental nerve was cut. These results demonstrate that bursting activity detected in the segmental nerve reliably predicted clustered EJCs that drive muscle contraction.

**Tβh$^{NM18}$ mutants produce fewer rhythmic bursts**

The coordination of nerve spiking activities was compared bilaterally within a single segment and unilaterally between anterior and posterior segments for Tβh$^{NM18}$ mutants (Fig. 8). The most striking difference between the Tβh$^{NM18}$ mutants and WT larvae was that bursts associated with waves of body-wall contractions were rare in Tβh$^{NM18}$ mutants (compare Figs. 3, 8). The locomotive contraction waves were often isolated, not part of a regular rhythmic pattern (Fig. 8). Only occasional intersegmentally coordinated bursts were seen that generated P to A (or A to P) contraction waves, consistent with the lack of linear locomotion pattern in Tβh$^{NM18}$ mutant larvae (Fig. 1) (Saraswati et al., 2004). Most bursts were associated with isolated, local, nonpropagated contractions (Figs. 3, nonrhythmic, 8). For bursts associated with propagating waves, there were no obvious differences from WT in the coordination of activities recorded bilaterally within a single segment or unilaterally from nerves innervating anterior and posterior segments (Fig. 8) (i.e., bilateral recordings were synchronized, and there was a delay in the bursts recorded from nerves innervating anterior and posterior segments).

Similar to the case for WT larvae, surgical manipulation demonstrated that the patterned neuronal activity recorded from the segmental nerves of Tβh$^{NM18}$ mutants was generated in the CNS and mainly consisted of the activity of motor neurons (compare Figs. 5, 8). When all of the nerves were intact, a similar bursting pattern was observed for both nerves innervating segment 5 (Fig. 8B). After cutting the nerve to the right side of segment 5, the bursting activity continued in the nerve stump attached to the ventral ganglion and disappeared in the distal stump connected to the body wall (Fig. 8C).
The most common activity recorded from WT larvae was a regular rhythmic bursting pattern associated with posterior to anterior waves of contractions. Unlike WT larvae, nonrhythmic activity that was not associated with regular waves of body-wall contractions was more frequent for \(T\beta h^{\text{M}18}\) mutants that have reduced OA and increased TA levels. We quantified the number of consecutive bursts associated with contraction waves in \(T\beta h^{\text{M}18}\) mutants and larvae with normal levels of OA and TA (i.e., the \(T\beta h^{\text{M}6}\) revertants and WT larvae) (Fig. 9A). All of the bursts were counted regardless of the direction of propagation for larvae from each genotype. On average, \(T\beta h^{\text{M}18}\) mutants had 80% fewer bursts per minute than the WT larvae and 65% fewer bursts than the \(T\beta h^{\text{M}6}\) revertants (Fig. 9A). Interestingly, these results resemble the data on the number of strides taken by crawling larvae despite the fact that the number of strides is 10 times lower in the semi-intact preparation (Fig. 9B) (Saraswati et al., 2004).

In addition to having fewer bursts associated with contraction waves, bursts in \(T\beta h^{\text{M}18}\) mutants are less likely to be part of a regular rhythmic pattern. The duration of regular rhythmic bouts of activities associated with locomotive contraction waves and nonrhythmic activities associated with local twitches was measured for \(T\beta h^{\text{M}18}\) mutants, \(T\beta h^{\text{M}6}\) revertants, and WT larvae (Fig. 9C). Using a criterion of bouts that consisted of three or more bursts with a cycle period of <15 s, we found that \(T\beta h^{\text{M}18}\) mutants expressed nonrhythmic bursting activities significantly more often than \(T\beta h^{\text{M}6}\) revertants and WT larvae. \(T\beta h^{\text{M}18}\) mutants spent 93.6 ± 3.5% of the time (average ± SEM) in nonrhythmic activities, whereas they were observed only 34.4 ± 9.5% of the time for WT larvae and 46.6 ± 9.9% of the time for \(T\beta h^{\text{M}6}\) revertants (Fig. 9C). \(T\beta h^{\text{M}18}\) mutants spent only ~7% of the time producing regular rhythmic patterns, and the time was divided equally between P to A and A to P locomotive contraction waves. In contrast, WT larvae and \(T\beta h^{\text{M}6}\) revertants were much more likely to generate P to A locomotive waves (Fig. 9C). The time spent in each of the activity patterns was not statistically different for WT larvae and \(T\beta h^{\text{M}6}\) revertants.

To quantify the maintenance of rhythmic bursting activity, the occurrence bouts with 3 bursts in <30 s, 5 bursts in <50 s, and 10 bursts in <100 s was determined for \(T\beta h^{\text{M}18}\) mutant, \(T\beta h^{\text{M}6}\) revertant, and WT larvae (Fig. 9 D). For WT larvae and \(T\beta h^{\text{M}6}\) revertants, bursting activities commonly persisted for >5 bursts and often >10 bursts, whereas it was very rare for \(T\beta h^{\text{M}18}\) mutants. In summary, neuronal activity recorded from segmental nerves of \(T\beta h^{\text{M}18}\) mutants appeared to be bilaterally coordinated, but bursts of activity associated with coordinated waves of contractions were rare in these mutants. These results indicate that the locomotion deficit of \(T\beta h^{\text{M}18}\) mutants may be a result of an altered motor output generated by central neurons.

---

from Saraswati et al. (2004), C, Summary of time spent in anterior to posterior waves (A-P), posterior to anterior waves (P-A), or nonrhythmic bursting unassociated with rhythmic propagating contractions. \(T\beta h^{\text{M}18}\) mutants spent significantly more time producing nonrhythmic contractions than WT larvae or \(T\beta h^{\text{M}6}\) revertants (\(p < 0.001\)). Note that WT larvae (\(n = 20\)) and \(T\beta h^{\text{M}6}\) revertants (\(n = 9\)) generated more P-A waves than A-P waves (\(p < 0.01\)), whereas time was evenly distributed between A-P and P-A waves for \(T\beta h^{\text{M}18}\) mutants (\(p > 0.46, n = 20\)). There was no statistical difference for WT larvae or \(T\beta h^{\text{M}6}\) revertants in the time spent among the patterns. Data were compiled for a 3 min period from each larva. D, Summary of the number of episodes that consisted of at least 3, 5, and 10 bursting events associated with contraction waves produced by WT, \(T\beta h^{\text{M}18}\) and \(T\beta h^{\text{M}6}\) larvae. \(T\beta h^{\text{M}18}\) mutants (\(n = 20\)) produced significantly less bursts per episode than WT (\(n = 20\)) and \(T\beta h^{\text{M}6}\) (\(n = 8\)) larvae (WT: \(p < 0.001\) for 3, 5, and 10 bursts; \(T\beta h^{\text{M}6}\), \(p < 0.001\) for 3 bursts, \(p < 0.01\) for 5 bursts, \(p < 0.05\) for 10 bursts; t test). Data plotted in A–C are average ± SEM.
Coordination of activity within a single hemisegment

To determine how the spike activities of various motor axons are temporally coordinated within a segmental nerve, we investigated the pattern of activation of dorsal, lateral, and ventral muscle fibers within a single abdominal hemisegment for both WT larvae and T\(\beta h^{nM18}\) mutants. To isolate the activity from specific subsets of motor neurons that innervate individual muscle fibers, spontaneous EJCs were recorded simultaneously from different muscles using glass focal patch electrodes pressed against their nerve entry points. Figure 10 shows examples of EJCs collected from ventral muscle 6/7 compared with those recorded simultaneously from lateral muscle 4 or dorsal muscle 2. It is evident that EJCs recorded from all three muscles were organized into a bursting-like pattern for both WT larvae and T\(\beta h^{nM18}\) mutants (Fig. 10 B, C). These bursts were composed of events of different amplitude (Kurdyak et al., 1994), consistent with previous anatomical studies that each of the muscles is innervated by more than one motor neuron (Sink and Whitington, 1991; Landgraf et al., 1997; Hoang and Chiba, 2001). In general, the activity pattern of clustered EJCs was similar for simultaneous recordings from muscle pairs (e.g., ventral muscle 6/7 with lateral muscle 4 and muscle 6/7 with dorsal muscle 2) (Fig. 10 B, C). However, we noticed that the temporal coordination of the muscle pairs appeared to be tighter in WT larvae than T\(\beta h^{nM18}\) mutants. It is worth noting that the activity in muscle 6/7 tended to precede activity in the other muscles for WT larvae and T\(\beta h^{nM18}\) mutants, suggesting that the contractions begin in ventral muscles and proceed to dorsal muscles.

**T\(\beta h^{nM18}\)** mutants are capable of generating rhythmic patterns after sensory stimulation

To determine how sensory stimuli affect the motor pattern, WT larvae and T\(\beta h^{nM18}\) mutants were lightly tapped with a silver wire probe on their ventral midline. Tapping the ventral midline of WT larvae near the head generally produced a burst of spike activity in anterior segmental nerves, concurrent with a local contraction of anterior body segments that was not associated with a propagating wave (19 of 20 larvae). This was true regardless of the nerve activity pattern recorded before the tactile stimulation. The anterior contraction was usually followed by a series alternating bursts, originating in anterior segments and terminating in the posterior, that were associated with propagating anterior to posterior locomotive waves (17 of 20 larvae). These anterior to posterior waves were initiated in larvae that were not producing any contraction waves before the stimulus (12 of 13 larvae). In addition, the direction of propagation reversed in most of the larvae producing posterior to anterior waves before being touched (five of seven larvae), and in the remaining larvae, the posterior to anterior locomotive waves resumed after the anterior contraction with a shorter cycle period.

In the example shown in Figure 11 A, the ongoing nerve activity recorded from WT larvae, before touching, consisted of bursts originating in segment 7 that were followed by bursts in segment 3, corresponding to posterior to anterior contraction waves (pre-touch). Tapping the ventral midline near the head (arrowhead) stopped spiking activities ending the ongoing burst and contraction wave (Fig. 11 A, head touch). (The arrowhead indicates premature termination of the burst recorded from segment 7.) The tap also initiated a burst in segmental nerve 3, concurrent with a local contraction of anterior body segments that was not associated with a propagating wave (asterisk). Most significantly, in the ensuing propagating waves, the relative timing of the segmental nerve activities and the direction of the contraction waves reversed in this WT larvae (i.e., bursts and contractions originated in segment 3 and propagated to segment 7) (Fig. 11 A, head touch). As described above for anterior to posterior waves, the bursts recorded from segmental nerve 3 became longer compared with bursts recorded from the same nerves during waves in the opposite direction.

Tapping the ventral midline near the head of T\(\beta h^{nM18}\) mutants also produced a dramatic effect. The ongoing nerve activity...
waves in response to tactile stimulation, and two larvae did not produce locomotive waves although they produced anterior body contractions.

Similarly, touching the tail affected both WT larvae and \( T\beta h^{\text{hnM18}} \) mutants. The stimulus initiated extended contractions and bursts in posterior segments of WT larvae (20 of 20 larvae) and \( T\beta h^{\text{hnM18}} \) mutants (10 of 11 larvae). This was followed by a rhythmic nerve activity pattern corresponding to contraction waves that proceeded from posterior to anterior body segments (18 of 20 for WT larvae; 10 of 11 for \( T\beta h^{\text{hnM18}} \) mutants).

These bursting activities and the corresponding local contractions and propagating waves are consistent with the behavioral repertoires of intact larvae in response to head or tail tapping. Tactile stimulation first produced local spike activity leading to contractions of the region touched, perhaps reflecting withdrawals in intact larvae. Subsequently, rhythmic waves were generated, propagating from the touched region, perhaps representing locomotion away from the stimulus. These results also demonstrate that the CNS of \( T\beta h^{\text{hnM18}} \) mutants was capable of generating the motor program necessary for locomotion within a short period after sensory stimulation.

**Discussion**

This study presents an analysis of the physiological bases of locomotion control underlying larval crawling behavior using recordings from segmental nerves simultaneous with observations of locomotive contraction waves from a semi-intact larval preparation. We have shown previously that \( T\beta h^{\text{hnM18}} \) mutants have locomotion defects, spending significantly less time in forward locomotion and taking fewer strides. Our results demonstrate that central effects of the biogenic amines contribute to a major locomotion phenotype of \( T\beta h^{\text{hnM18}} \) mutants: drastically reduced rhythmic bursts. However, \( T\beta h^{\text{hnM18}} \) mutants were capable of generating and maintaining a regular rhythmic motor program for a brief period after sensory stimulation. Together, these results suggest that OA and TA are involved in the initiation and modulation of the coordinated activities among the segmental CPGs for crawling in *Drosophila* larvae.

**CPG localization**

Behavioral and electrophysiological studies of *Drosophila* larval crawling have shown that it is a regular rhythmic behavior that is controlled by a CPG and is amenable to genetic manipulations (Wang et al., 1997, 2002, 2004; Cooper and Neckameyer, 1999; Barclay et al., 2002; Suster and Bate, 2002; Suster et al., 2004; Saraswati et al., 2004). These studies also suggest that the neurons that constitute the CPGs and generate the rhythmic pattern for larval locomotion are located in the ventral ganglia of the larval CNS. For example, bursting activity could be pharmacologically evoked from a semi-intact preparation in which the brain lobes were severed from the ventral ganglia (Cattaert and Birman, 2001). In addition, subsets of neurons in the *Drosophila* brain were shown to contribute to initiation or modulation of locomotion (Suster et al., 2003).

Our results further delineated the localization of the CPG for larval crawling. First, activity recorded *en passant* from the segmental nerves continued only in the proximal, but not distal, nerve stumps after severing the segmental nerve from the ventral ganglion. We also found that severing all of the nerves to abdominal segments eliminated the locomotive waves but patterned bursting activity continued in the proximal nerve stumps. Finally, the isolated CNS continued to produce some rhythmic burst-like activity. Such nerve activity was clearly not normal in

![Figure 11. A, B, Motor patterns evoked by tactile stimulation in WT larvae (A) and \( T\beta h^{\text{hnM18}} \) mutants (B). The anterior end of the larval preparations was lightly tapped with a silver wire probe. Before touching, the ongoing nerve activity consisted of bursts originating in segment 7 that were followed by bursts in segment 3 in WT larvae and nonrhythmic bursting in \( T\beta h^{\text{hnM18}} \) mutants (pre-touch). Touching the head stopped the ongoing activities (open arrows) and induced a burst observed in segmental nerve 3 that was not associated with a wave (asterisk). The relative timing of the nerve activity reversed for WT larvae, indicating a conversion of posterior to anterior contraction waves to anterior to posterior waves. Significantly, tactile stimulation evoked a series of persistent alternating bursts in segment 3 and 7 of \( T\beta h^{\text{hnM18}} \) mutants, associated with anterior to posterior waves that were rarely encountered in the spontaneous activity of the mutant larvae.](https://example.com/figure11.png)
that the bursting pattern was not as regular as patterns generated when the brain and body wall were connected. Therefore, it appears that the CPG needs the sensory input to coordinate and maintain the patterned activity and locomotive waves. This interpretation is supported by locomotion studies of *Drosophila* embryos and larvae in which sensory function was genetically eliminated. Although the CPG for locomotion still develops in the absence of sensory input, forward locomotive waves are significantly reduced (Suster and Bate, 2002). Sensory input is also believed to be important for determining cycle period or segmental coordination in leech and lamprey swimming (Friesen and Cang, 2001).

**Intrasegmental coordination**

The coordination of *Drosophila* larval locomotion is different from locomotion of several other, well studied, limbless organisms such as leeches, earthworms, or caterpillars. Crawling of leeches and earthworms consists of alternating contractions of circular muscles that produce the segmental elongation and longitudinal muscle fibers, we found that only one burst is associated with each contraction wave and that the longitudinal muscles were active for the entire period of each burst (Figs. 7, 10). These results suggest that the activities of transverse and longitudinal muscles most likely overlap. In addition, inspection of video recordings did not reveal any nonoverlapping activities between these two muscle groups within the same segment during contraction waves.

In the *Manduca sexta* caterpillar, crawling is produced by a wave of contractions that propagates from posterior to anterior segments similar to *Drosophila* larvae, but the coordination within a segment is different. In *Manduca*, contractions begin in dorsal regions and terminate in ventral regions (Dominick and Truman, 1986; Johnston and Levine, 1996; Belanger and Trimmer, 2000). In WT *Drosophila* larvae, the ventral muscles are activated first, as shown by simultaneous focal recordings from both dorsal and ventral longitudinal muscle fibers (Fig. 10). It is interesting to note that the dorsal to ventral progression of contractions is important for the lifting of segments typical of caterpillar-like crawling and that *Drosophila* larvae, with their ventral to dorsal progression, show little or no vertical displacement during crawling (Berrigan and Pepin, 1995).

**Variability in burst patterns and duration**

A variety of clustered spike activities and burst durations were recorded from semi-intact *Drosophila* larval preparations during episodes of rhythmic activities associated with contraction waves. This robust phenomenon was observed previously using a variety of techniques including *in passant* nerve recordings, intracellular muscle fiber recordings, or focal synaptic bouton recordings (Budnik et al., 1990; Cooper and Neckameyer, 1999; Cattaert and Birman, 2001, Barclay et al., 2002; Suster et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004). Although diverse activity patterns have been described, the variation has not been explained. Our *in passant* recordings from segmental nerves indicate that one clear source of the variation in the spike activity patterns is the direction of the contraction waves (Figs. 3, 4, 8), consistent with previous intracellular muscle recordings (Cattaert and Birman, 2001). Using simultaneous recordings from anterior and posterior segments, we found that the burst duration depends on the recording site and the mode of contraction waves. The duration of the bursts tended to be longer for the nerves innervating the posterior segments during posterior to anterior waves, whereas they were longer for anterior nerves during anterior to posterior waves (Figs. 3, 4, 11). We also observed periods of nonrhythmic activity with burst-like spike patterns that were interspersed between the episodes of regular rhythmic activities (Fig. 3B, 8C). This nonrhythmic activity was often associated with local body-wall contractions that were not part of propagating contraction waves. It is possible that these nonrhythmic bursts and local muscle contractions contribute to nonrhythmic behaviors such as withdrawals, head waving, or turning, described in previous larval behavioral studies (Kernan et al., 1994; Berrigan and Pepin, 1995; Wang et al., 1997, 2002; Saraswati et al., 2004). Therefore, variation in the burst duration and frequencies observed at different recording sites may reflect the organized repertoire of spike activities in successive segments for different modes of movement control during locomotive behaviors.

The observed cycle period for nerve recordings from the semi-intact preparation was longer than the period of contraction waves from freely crawling intact larvae. However, the average cycle period from our nerve recordings was within the range of cycle periods reported previously for semi-intact *Drosophila* larval preparations from other laboratories (Cattaert and Birman, 2001; Barclay et al., 2002; Suster et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004). Interestingly, it was close to the cycle period for contraction waves from intact larvae that were restrained by pinning their head and tail (Suster et al., 2004).

**Modulation of CPG activity by OA and TA**

Previous studies have shown that OA and TA have peripheral effects in *Drosophila* larvae and adults. Application of both amines to the larval neuromuscular junction modulates the strength of synaptic transmission (Kutsukake et al., 2000; Nagaya et al., 2002). Peripheral effects of OA and its receptor also contribute to an ovulation phenotype in both *Tβh*Δm15 mutants (deficient in OA) (Monastirioti, 2003) and flies with defective OA receptors (*oamb* mutants) (Lee et al., 2003).

We have shown that, in addition to their peripheral effects, OA and TA act on the central neurons that generate the motor program for larval locomotion. OA is known to initiate or modulate the CPG for rhythmic behaviors in other insects, leeches, and earthworms (Hashemzadeh-Gargari and Friesen, 1989; Rameriz and Pearson, 1991; Roeder, 1999; Mizutani et al., 2002). *Tβh*Δm15 mutants, with elevated TA levels but deficient in OA (Monastirioti et al., 1996; McClung and Hirsh, 1999), rarely displayed bursts associated with muscle contraction waves (Figs. 8, 9), a defective spike activity pattern apparently reflecting the lack of linear locomotion episodes (Saraswati et al., 2004). However, the CPGs for larval crawling in *Tβh*Δm15 mutants appeared to retain certain basic function because they were capable of generating a near-normal bursting pattern in response to sensory stimulation. Preliminary physiological experiments indicated that bath application of OA alone produced variable effects on the pattern. This is consistent with our previous behavioral studies suggesting that the phenotype of *Tβh*Δm15 mutants is likely attributable to an imbalance of OA and TA levels (Saraswati et al., 2004). Together, our observations support the idea that OA and TA are involved in the initiation and modulation of CPG activity.
Conclusion
The locomotion deficit of Tβh
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